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Petroglyphs And Abandoned Sites In Mustang
A Unique Source For Research
In Cultural History And Historical Geography1
- PD Dr. Perdita Pohle
In the last few decades interest in the research
and documentation of rock art has increased on a
global scale. On the one hand, this has been due, in
part, to recent technological developments and
advances in scientific methods of dating, such as
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon
dating. On the other hand, the growing interest in
rock art has also been the result of the realization that
petroglyphs (engravings)andpictographs(paintings)
are not, as had long been presumed, simply graffiti
which were created in early historic or prehistoric
times by tribal peoples just to pass the time of day.
Rather, they are cultural and historical documents
which are a potential source of significant scientific
information.
Only a few roc1< art sites are so fa1- known ct
exist in the Himalaya!s. They arle located iIn norther]n
-- . - - ----India, in Ladakh and Zanskar (see PKANCPUK I et
wn rock ar.t
al., 1990). Considerin;g the scarc

in theHimalayas, thediscoveryoftherockengravings
of KakNyingba in Mustang(Nepa1)wasan important
one, especially in view of the fact that no rock art had
been documented in Nepal up until then. The
petroglyphs were found during fieldwork on the
history and geography of settlements in the southern
Mustang district in 1993. Two further sites of rock
engravings (Samar, Te) were found during field trips
in 1995 to northern Mustang (see Fig. 1).
The studies carried out on the petroglyphs of
Kak Nyingba occurred within the interdisciplinary
German Research Council (DFG) focus programme
"Settlement Processes and the Formation of States in
theHighHimalayasCharacterizedbyTibetanCulture
and Tradition" (see HAFFNER & POHLE, 1993).
One primary task of the geographical project was to
prepare a representativedocumentation ofthe remains
(abandonedsites) in thecultural landscapeofpresentday Mustang district. Both abandoned sites (e.g.

1. I want to thank Philip Pierce for the translation of this paper into English.
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settlement ruins) and rock art are relics of past epochs
and important evidence of earlier populations, their
ways of life and manifestation of beliefs. The study
of both in each case had historical reconstruction as
its goal. Methodologically, the work thus comes
under, on the one hand, the historical settlement
geography (and in particular, the geographical study
of abandoned sites), and on the other, the
interdisciplinary rock art research. One main goal of
the historical-geographical investigations was the
documentation, analysis and interpretation of the
various rock art motifs, styles and techniques
evidenced in Kak Nyingba. Another main objective
was to integrate the rock art discoveries into the local
history of the cultural landscape of Mustang and the
supra-regionalcultural and geographical context (see
POHLE, 2000).

'

of petroglyphs according to single motifs, motif
categories and groups is shown in Fig. 3. The
petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba are small in size and
dominated by symbolic representations. Cup-marks
are very common - a form typical of rock art all over
the world. In addition, several human and animal
figures are represented. Less common are decorative
ekments or patterns, and inscriptions and characters
as well- The latter are, for the n~ostPart. recent
Tibetan hddhist inscriptions.

Rock art in the context of historical and
geographical settlement research in the Tibetan
Himalayas
Therocks of Kak Nyingba must have been used
as
surface.. overalong period of time.This
is indicated not only by the different degrees of
weathering and repatination of the engraved rock
surfaces, but also by the high variability in the rock
The petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba
art motifs, styles, and techniques represented. Indeed,
The petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba are located
further features suggest that the Kak Nyingba
north of the main range of the Himalayas in the
petroglyphsgo back toprehistorictimes-forexample,
middle course of the Kali Gandaki river at a height of
the use of stone tools in making the pictures and the
2,770 m (see Fig. 1). The surrounding landscape is
large number of superimpositionsof rock art figures,
that of an arid high mountain area with oasislike
signs and symbols (see POHLE, 2000).
farming settlements - an area populated by Tibetan .
Thus the discovery of the petroglyphs supports
peoples and dominated by Tibetan culture and
the thesis that the settlement and cultural history of
traditions. The petroglyphs were carved into flat
the northern Nepal Himalayas is several thousands of
sandstone banks abutting the Kali Gandaki river. The
years old, despite the unfavourable ecological
deserted settlement of Kak Nyingba, after which the
conditions specific to this high mountainous area
rock art site was named, lies in the vicinity.
(see HAFFNER & POHLE, 1993). Archaeological
The ~ e t r o gphs
l ~ of Kak NYingba were investigations of cavesystems and terrace settlements
hammered or chiselled into the rock with simple in southern Mustang provide evidence of at least
stone tools, and partially ground and polished. In all, three thousand years of history (see SIMONS &
1,189 petroglyphs have been identified up until now SCHON, 1998).During this timeextensive migration
(single cup-~narkswere not counted). For the most and cultural assimilation, along with warfare and
part, the petroglyphs are distributed over two large other forms of conflict, took place, as indicated by
areas of rock within a radius of about 200 m. An relics from previous settlements and their high
overview of the various engraved motifs and their concentration in Mustang (see POHLE, 2000).If one
typology is given in Fig. 2. The approximate number takes a lookat the map(Fig. I), the largeconcentration
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of abandoned sites in the Mustang district is
immediately apparent. Along the Kali Gandaki river
and it's side valleys, on a distance of about 70 km
north to south, not less than 200 abandoned sites
(including caves, abandoned settlements and fields,
ruins of fortresses, palaces and monasteries) were
documented.
One basic reason why Mustang for centuries
was repeatedly the scene of military conflict is its
geographical location. Being a region that stretches
from north to south along the Kali Gandaki valley, it
joins in a virtually ideal manner the Tibetan plateau
with the foothills of the Nepalese Himalayas, and
thus with India. Already in early times, therefore, the
Kali Gandaki valley was a favoured trading route,on
which, typically, grain from thesouth was transported
in large caravans to Tibet, and salt from the north to
Nepal (see F~RER-HAIMENDORF,
1975).Control
over such a trading route from early on signified
political power, on the one hand, and economic gain
on the other. If settlement remains of the most diverse
type and age are massed in the region ofthis landscape
of passes and defiles, and if all rock art sites hitherto
discovered are situated there, then this is only one
more indication of the special historical dynamics at
work in the Himalayan transverse valley of the Kali
Gandaki.

Problems of dating rock engravings
Despite all efforts, the petroglyphs of Kak
Nyingba have not yet been dated absolutely. Indirect
and relative dating methdds, however, have yielded
some results. According to the degree of weathering,
for example, it isobvious that theTibetan inscriptions
containing religious mantras are the youngest, not
yet repatinated engravings. A darker patina is
displayed by various Buddhistsymbols (e.g. svastikas,
stupas, vases). From the weathering of their edges,
however, it is clear that they are not the oldest
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petroglyphs. The engravings of axes and the motifs
connected with them, such as snakes, are even older
(see Figs. 4.1 & 4.2). They can be interpreted as proof
of the presence of pre-Buddhist religious ideas. For
petroglyphs belonging to earlier periods, a more
exact differentiation based on thedegreeofweathering
becomes unreliable. Under these circumstances,
bench marks for the antiquity of the rock art can only
bederived - hesitantly - by an analysisandcomparison
of rock art styles, or by drawing on dated motifs at
other locations.
One example of how age can be estimated by
comparing styles is the engraving of the blue sheep
next to a labyrinth (see Figs. 5.1 & 5.2). Prominent
features, such as the long beaklike snout, the
representationofthe animal in a "warped" perspective,
and the co-occurrence of a labyrinth points to the socalled "animal style" from the time of the Scythians.
This specific artistic style from the middle of the first
millennium BC is also known as the "Eurasian animal
style", for it occurred all over Eurasia (see
NOWGORODOWA, 1980). Rock art of this
particular style is widely spread over Central Asia
(see also JETTMAR, 1980, 1984).
One of the oldest motifs in Kak Nyingba
alongside "solar discs", at least typologically, is the
hoofprint (see Figs. 6.1 & 6.2), which figures 241
times. This motif is again common in the rock art of
Central Asia (e.g. Mongolia, Inner Mongolia and
Siberia), there being no parallels in Indian rock
paintings or engravings. In 'eastern Mongolia, one
rock art site (Arsaan chad) containing numerous
petroglyphs of hoofprints has been described by
NOWGORODOWA (198051). A very fortunate
state of affairs for the dating of these petroglyphs
came about with the discovery of one rock with
hundreds of engraved pictures (including numerous
hoofprints) whose lower parts were covered by a
cultural layer from a Neolithic workshop. Therefore,
I
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the petroglyphs must be older than the Neolithic
settlement. The hoofprints are very similar to the
petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba, not only in terms of
their typology, engraving style and the technique
used, but also in size and the high number of
engravings, and in theircombination with other motifs
(e.g. squares, semicircles) as well.
For the dating of the petroglyphs of Kak
Nyingba, the chronologies obtained with the aid of
typological comparisons can be taken only as
indications of a maximum age; that is, they may
provide an idea of the span of time in which, for
example, the hoof motif enjoyed its special status in
thecentral Asian realm. An exact date forthecreation
of the petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba cannot be
determined on the basis of comparison (see POHLE,
2000).

,

Origins
The rock engravings themselves provide no
direct clues as to the ethnic origin of those who
created them. The variety in the groups of rock art
may have been produced owing both to the differing
ethnic or cultural groups responsible for them, and to
cultural change occurring within a single ethnic
groupovertime. By referring to the historical context,
and with the aid of comparative regional and cultural
analysis, one may, however, arrive at indications of
definite source cultures.
As an analysis of the rock art and an historicalgeographical interpretation of the images and their
sites in Mustang have shown (see POHLE, 2000),
complexes of motifs (e.g. cup-marks and bowls,
connected toeach other by grooves) in Kak Nyingba,
Samar and Te point to a formerly unified base culture
in these areas. Alongside linguistic and ethnological
considerations (see RAMBLE, 1998), therefore, the
studies carried out on the rock art thus offer a further
piece of evidence that Kak Nyingba and Samar,
nowadays Tibetan-speaking areas, were once
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inhabited by a non-Tibetan population that spoke a
Tibeto-Burman language (Seke), and whose religion
was highly animistic. Whereas even today a Sekespeaking population is still living in the town of Te,
the regions around Kak Nyingba and Samar have
been Tibetanized in both language and culture, and
so Buddhicized - a process that can clearly be traced
in the rock art of Kak Nyingba.
At present no definite pronouncements can be
made concerning the originators of other striking
rock art motifs in Kak Nyingba - for example, the
representations of hoofs or the axe engravings. To be
sure, the groups of motifs can be assigned to certain
cultural spheres, but it remains unclear whether it
was concepts and ideas that were merely
disseminating,or whether differentpopulation groups
each manifested its own belief-based notions.
One thing may be said, however, with a great
degreeofprobability: the producers ofthe petroglyphs
of Kak Nyingba were less likely to have been transients
such as those along the Karakorum Highway (see
JETTMAR, 1980) than local inhabitants. Several
features favour this assumption, such as:
the repertoire of motifs (e.g. the hunting scenes
with local prey),
the sacred nathre of the rock art site, as well as
the great effort in terms of time and experience
which was needed in order to engrave complex
scenes into a sandstone whose very hard
weathered surface was difficult to work on.
The petroglyph site and the deserted settlement
Although investigations into the relationship
between the rock engravings and the nearby deserted
settlement of Kak Nyingba have not been completed
yet, we can assume that the petroglyph site was
formerly used by the inhabitants of the village. A
mortar hole testifies to this, along with several
engraved stone game boards of ranla rildok, a Ti betan
pastime commonly played by herdsmen. In contrast
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to this profane use in the more recent historical
period, the original purpose of the site was of a sacred
nature, and is likely to go back to prehistory. It is not
possible to conclude at present, though, whether the
site was being used by the local population as a
ceremonial location already in pre-Buddhist times,
particularly since the period of the settlement's origin
is still unclear. Initial results for the cultural layers of
the deserted houses, using radiocarbon dating of
charcoal and thermoluminescence dating of fritted
soil, indicate habitation between the 1lth to 15th
centuries AD (see POHLE, 2000). The local oral
tradition also confirms this (see RAMBLE, 1983).

The function of the place
A great deal of evidence indicates that the rock
art site was of religious significance, that it was used
as a ceremonial setting, and in particular as a possible
site for cult and offering activities. Some evidence of
this is as follows:
the large number of symbolic representations
(see Fig. 3);
the placement of a large number of the same
motifs together (e.g. hoofprints [seeFigs. 6.1 &
6.21, footprints, "solar discs", snakes), which
can often be interpreted as an expression of cult
or ritual activities;
theengraving of the "sacrificescene" (see Figs.
4.1 & 4.2) and close to it the discovery of a rock
niche,covered with soot, in which firesacrifices
were presumably offered;
the large number of cup-marks and bowls
connected to each other by grooves, and which
may have been used for libations, and finally
the more recent engravingsofTibetan Buddhist
symbols and inscriptions.
It is remarkable that the religio~ischaracter of
tlze site can be inferred during all periods of tlze rock
art, and that the site had, and indeed still has, the
status of a "sacredplace " both in pre-Buddhist and

-
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Buddhist times. It thus reflects a certain cultural
continuity expressive of a sense of allegiance to
previously consecrated sacredplaces.

Features relating to landscape ecology
Inferences concerning environmental
conditions may often bedrawn from the representation
of historical fauna in rock art. In Kak Nyingba, the
significance of the rock engravings of deer (see
POHLE, 2000) has been heightenedby archaeological
discoveriesintheMuktinathvalley:bonesofprimarily
forest animals - including the deer - which no longer
exist in Mustang (v. d. DRIESCH, 1995). Deer are
dependent on extended forest areas for their habitats.
The present-day landscape of Mustang, however,
may be characterized as basically high mountain
semi desert. In this context, the engravings of deer
could be a further indication that the area of southern
Mustang used to have a more dense forest cover than
it does today. This, however, should be treated with
caution: since the deer is an important mythological
animal in the whole of Central Asia, drawing
conclusions as to its natural distribution from rock
engravings may be misleading.
Economic activities
Statements about the economic activities of
those who produced the petroglyphs can be made on
the basis of interpretations of the rock art motifs and
their groupings into scenes. The rock engravings of
Kak Nyingba also contain clues regarding the
economic activities of their creators, such as specific
hunting practices, including the different weapons
used and animals ridden, as well as the various
animals hunted. In one hunting scene, for example, a
dog, a blue sheep and a rider on horseback can be
identified. Hunting blue sheep obviously took place
as a battue with dogs. In this way, the animals were
driven downhill into traps, as is confirmed by local
informants. Hunting blue sheep has a long tradition
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in Nepal, in the area north of Dhaulagiri and
Annapurna Himal. This is confirmed in the oral
tradition (see KRETSCHMAR, 1985).
In contrast to blue sheep, the hunting of wild
yaks obviously took place on horseback, with bows
and arrows, or even spears (see Figs. 7.1 & 7.2).
Despite this, it is reasonable to conclude that the
hunting scene of wild yaks is not a realistic one;
rather, the disproportionately large arrow suggests
imitative magic, according to which the result of the
hunt is magically anticipated or ensured by creating
the picture itself. Finally, it is remarkable that there is
no information about agricultureor animal husbandry
in the rock engravings of Kak Nyingba, unless the
numerous hoof engravings in them be interpreted as
magical symbols and the expression of a fertility cult
intent on securing and increasing the number of
livestock (see NOWGORODOWA, 1980; CHEN
ZHAO FU, 1989)

Rock art motifs and cultural regions
The specific geographical location of the rock
art in the borderregion between twocultural territories,
the South Asian and the Central Asian, is reflected,
among other things, in the art itself. Numerous motifs
from the rock engravings of Kak Nyingba -examples
are the hoofprints (see Figs. 6.1 & 6.2) and the blue
sheep engraving next to a labyrinth (see Figs. 5.1 &
5.2) - appear to be related to Central Asian rock art,
especially to what is located in Mongolia. Other
common motifs in Kak Nyingba - for example, axes
- have no equivalents in the rock art of Central Asia,
but have been found in the rock engravings of the
upper Indus valley (see JETTMAR & THEWALT,
1985), and in the rock art of central and southern
India as well (seeNEUMAYER, 1993). In the wider
context, analogies to the axe engravings are also
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found in the European rock art of the Alps and of
Scandanavia.

The universality of rock art motifs
Rock art motifs of the same kind which appear
in different areas very far away from each, on the one
hand, may reflect large-scaleexchangeofinformation,
ideas and trading goods. On the other hand, they do
notnecessarily imply culturalcontact, butmay simply
be representations of universal phenomena (i.e. rock
art archetypes; see ANATI, 1991). Examples of
widely found patterns are motifs such as "solar
discs", spirals, hand- and footprints, and cup-marks
and bowls, all of which occur in the rock engravings
of Kak Nyingba. Is it now the theory of a large-scale
exchange of ideas, information, trading goods and
products of the material culture that might fit as an
approach to understanding? Or are the motifs simply
representations of universal phenomenaand activities
that have their roots in a common human system of
association? Many aspects of rock art, including
some exhibited by the petroglyphs of Kak Nyingba,
will necessarily remain a mystery for some time to
come.
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Fig. 1: Petroglyphs and abandoned sites in Mustang (Draft: P. Pohle)

Fig. 2: Repertoire and typology of rock art motifs in Kak Nyingba (Draft: P. Pohle)

Fig. 3: Approximate number of petroglyphs in Kak Nyingba according to motif category and group

Fig. 4.1 : Photograph of the "sacrifice scene" (P. Pohle)

Fig. 4.2: Drawn copy of the "sacrificescene" showing a human with an axe in his raised hand, an
anthropomorphic figure in motion (dance?), one unspecified "sacrificial animal", one dog, two snakes and
four axes beside linings and cup-marks (Draft: P. Pohle)

Fig. 5.1: Photograph of the blue sheep engraving next to a labyrinth (trap?) (P. Pohle)

Fig. 5.2: Drawn copy of the blue sheep looking back at a labyrinth (trap?). The motif
has been artistically engraved into rough sandstone (Draft: P. Pohle)

Fig. 6.1: Photograph of hoofprints together with "solar discs", lines and geometric signs (P. Pohle)

Fig. 6.2: Drawn copy of hoofprints together with "solar discs", lines and geometric signs (Draft: P. Pohle)

Fig. 7.1: Photograph of the hunting scene (P. Pohle)

Fig. 7.2: Drawn copy of the hunting scene showing five men on horseback with bows and arrows or speers
hunting wild yaks (three figures). At a later point in time, an axe was engraved in superimposition to the
hunting scene. In the lower part of the scene, a blue sheep can be identified. (Draft: P. Pohle)
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The Sinja Valley Excavation in 2000 A.D.'

-

Christopher Evans & David Gibson
with U. Acharya, T. Harward & R. Kunwar

Our brief fieldwork season in October, 2000
was primarily directed towards the testing of the
main ridge-top ruins and only summary inspection
could be made earlier survey findings in the wider
environs. However, even in this, our programme was
curtailed. Due toMaoist insurgency the army hadjust
been deployed in the region, and the local villages
weredivided whether they would allow the fieldwork
to progress. Throughout our Nepalese HMG partner,
Mr. U. Acharya (assisted by Mr. R. Kunwar), adroitly
handled what was clearly very tense and potentially
volatile circumstances with admirable perseverance
and sensitivity.

Background
It was through his researches in western Nepal
that Yogi Naraharinath first identified
Sinja as probably being the site of the summer palace
of the Mallas (1956/2013), and this interpretation
was furthered by Tucci (1956 & 1962). Thereafter
followed Joshi's summary investigations in the 1970s

(1971/2028), with the current fieldwork programme
arising from Mr. T. Harward's more recent surveys
within the region. Documenting decorated
architectural fragments, sculpted remains, pipeirrigation systems and an extraordinary array of
small finds (e.g. copper alloy tablets and figurines),
it was through his instigation that the Cambridge
Archaeological Unit (CAU) became involved in the
area. In 1998 a preliminary season formally surveyed
the earthworks and building foundations along the
'palace' ridges and documented other local findings
(Evans, Gibson & Harward 1999). Most impressive
amongst the latter are eight lion sculptures and a
number of standing 'hero' stones (inscribed.)
Given local conditions and attitudes, in the
course of the 2000 season it was initially decided to
only 'regularize' the main north-south sondage of
Joshi's earlierexcavations on Terrace D (the traces of
his cuttings and spoil heaps were much evident;
fig. 1)' and in no instance were walls dismantled.

I . Seeming to consist of no more that a day's rapid 'wall chasing', his work was not officially sanctioned and no records or finds can
be located from it.
* The Sinjil Valley Project. The 2000 excavations, carried out by Cambridge Archaeological unit, University of Cambridge, UK,
Department of Archaeology. HMG, Nepal, 2002.
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Masonry 'block', possible wall corner
Rest house (extant)
Bridge access to Terrace I
Large rock-cut ditch c. 7.00m across and 2.00m
deep
11) Kanaksundari Temple
12) Large rock-cut ditch, c. 6.00m across and 2.00m
deep.
The excavations proved relatively
uncomplicated.Typical of many alpine sites with acid
soils, nos complex strata or distinct floor surfaces
could be recognised. This being said, masonry was
found to survive to a height of 1.45m and cut features
could be readily distinguished in the off-white marl1
gypsum-derived geological sub-stratum. Whilst
quantities of pottery (345 sherds), glass fragments
(eleven) and some metalwork was recovered (three
pieces), the paucity of bone is surely attributable to the
acidity of the site's soils. Other noteworthy finds
include three Tsa-Tsa statues/plaques. In the
investigations, 45 features were distinguished (F. 145) - variously wallslfootings, doorways, troughs and
pitslsilos - involving the recording of 52 excavation
contexts ([no.]; <no.> indicates finds number).

Eventually, however, we were able to proceed with . 7)
greater confidence and could excavate meter-wide 8)
cross-trenches along the faces of main walls:
9)
10)
NortldSoutlz - Trench I1 (13.00m long)

-

Trenches I, 111 & V (18.70m
long, Trench VI denotes a
sunken porchlalcovebordering
the southern side of Trench I1
that had evidently been cleared
by Joshi).
Through the cutting of bush, and the judicial
probing and exposure of the tops of walls, we were
able to determine the complex's plan across this
swathe of the hill-side. In order to investigate the
obviously 'artificially' levelled terrace summit
bordering the western side of this complex, a 2.00 x
2.00m. trial exposure was made in its middle (Trench
IV). In addition, the larger scale recording of the
ridge's earthworks was completed, with the southern
end of Terrace H and the two terrace knolls beyond
that surveyed (I & J; the former is the moat-enclosed
rise on which the Kanaksundari Temple sits; pl. I &
fig. 1). Showing a c. 12.00m variation across the top
of the ridge itself, the following features have now
been identified:
1) Small mound with traces of walling along its
eastern side
Sub-rectangular
mound of rubble (6 x 7.00m),
2)
probably building-related
3) Main building rangelruin; site of Joshi's
investigations and 2000 excavations
Large
dry ditch, c. 7.00m across and 2.00m
4)
deep, with upcast rampart to north
5) 'Square' foundations (c. 5 x 5.50m), said to be
the site of a former shrine to water god, Jalapa,
approached by walled (largely robbed) sunken
way from south
Outline
of possible sub-rectangular structure
6)
(c. 5 x 10.00m)
East/West

.

The Terrace C and D Excavations
Effectively framing the excavations, the
arrangement of the main building range will here be
summarily outlined before progressing to the site's
chronological sequence. Its upstanding masonry
extends continuously over 11.00 x 25.00m, from the
flat top of the ridge down its upper southwestern
flank. Representing a 'complex architecture' and
involving a minimum of 11 separate rooms/spaces
(presuming contemporaneity of its components and
omitting any upper storey arrangements or only
'slight' non-masonry room divisions), along the length
of the range four main 'units'or'cells' were identified
(from east to west; fig 2):
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A) A 9.00 x '7.50m 'square' (west wall, F. 1;
south F. 21 & 22; east, F. 23; pl. 11); a southern
doorway was located in the southeastern comer (F.
32; p 1.111& IV) and there are internal room divisions
(F. 24 & 38); three walls extend south from the cell's
southern wall (F. 2, 19 & 31).
B) This extends; in total, over 4.10 x 9.50m.
The northern wall (F. 5) clearly abuts the side of Cell
A and seems integral with its western wall, F. 6, that
extends for c. 2.30m beyond the southern 'front' of
Cell A, at its southern end it appears to return
westwards (as F. 9)9 It may
be the case that the
west wall F. 6 was either itself, or incorporated (i.e.
built
an earlierterrace
that was only later
utilised within this as a building (see F. 29 below). A
southern wall had evidently been added sub-dividing
its length (F. 3; just before the front of Cell A). This
has a doorway at its western end, at the point of its
junction with (abutting) wall F. 6.
C) This is acomplicated multi-roomed building
(F. 7, 13-15), extending over 6.-6.90 x 9.50m and
includes a southern 'alcove'lporch (F. 8 & 9); its
complication, in part, arise from that is seems to also
incorporate an earlier terrace.
D) Extending for 5-5.50m west downslopefrom
Unit C (7.45m long), noexcavations occurred within
this area and its walls were only recorded in plan (F.
34 & 35).
The eastern side of this range stopped 2.506.00m short of the very steep slope of the
ridge-side at this point. Its edge is here supported by
discontinuous lengths of walling (F. 40, 41 & 45)
and, in the north, one appeared to flank the side of a
stone stairway leading up to Terrace D (F. 42); the
levelled interval between the ridge-side and the
building range apparently served as a pathway route
along the ridge.
Attesting to both th6 demise and scale of these
buildings, much stone rubble has tumbled down the

-
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western ridge-side below this complex.This does not
seem to have extended around the northern end of the
terrace ('D' et al), though there - after an interval of c.
5.00m - a c. 20.00m length of terrace wall continues
the line of the west wall of Cell D (F. 35). Beyond
that, locally there is much rubble below the square
platform ('2') on Terrace C and, too, down the side of
Terrace F by the earthwork imprint of the small
square shrine ('5'; fig 1).

lpre-Rsngel Features
Within the northern end ofTrench 111a large pit
had clearly been dug out by Joshi, with its @fiII9
on]y
consisting of subsequently tumbled-in stone and
soil (iae.for the most part was open/void; F,
fig. 3). This had a bell-shaped profile (probably
exaggerated through post-excavation weathering),
that while its to,, was c. 0 . 7 0 ~in diameter, with
depth its sides undercut by 0.20-.30m. It was c. 1.20m
deep from the top of the natural. However, paving
slabs - angling in relationship to the pit's edge - within
the undisturbed brown silty loam soil horizon above
this level must mark the true level of its top (0.20 .25m higher), making the pit c. 1.45m deep in total.
This upper 'soil' horizon proved to be the fill
(including stone and small brickltile
fragments) of a SE-NW oriented trough (F. 25) in
which pit F. 10 had been set. Only the
near-vertical eastern side of this linear cut was visible
(0.80m + wide). Exposed over a distance of 4.50m,
and continuing beneath the northern wall of Building
Cell B (F. 5), beyond which it returned westwards,
this flat-based cut deepened along its axis; beside pit
F. 10 it was c. 0. 10m deep whereas under wall F. 5 it
was 0.40m deep.
Just south of pit F. 10,a short length of drystone
wall (F. 39; two courses high - 0.15m - and one stone/
0.14m wide) was found to extend along the length of
this cut for c. 1.00m. While possibly the stub of an
otherwise robbed-out wall, it lacked any kind of
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footing or rubble core and seems, possibly, to relate
to a stone-lined drain.
A similarpit/trough arrangement wasexcavated
over the southern end of the trench,
just beyond its junction with Trench I. There, a void
pit, F. 11 (1.00m top diameter, undercut be 5-10cm
with depth; fig. 4), 1.65m deep (1.50 below top of
natural), lay within a northeast-southwest oriented
flat-based linear trough, 1.60m wide and with a
maximum depth of 0.30m (F. 18). Crossing Trench I1
(and returning northward within Trench I), this
continued beneath wall F. 2 and terminated in a
'squared' butt end immediately beyond
the eastern side of that wall (it was also definitely
sealed by the corner of Building Cell A F. 1/21).
In the section exposed beneath the western face
of F. 2 (Trench I1 east side), a large stone slab ( IOcm
thick) was found set in the upperfill ofF. 18suggesting
stabilisation anticipating the construction ofthe wall.
Alternatively, this might instead relate to a more
general stone paving laid within this cut. 3-5cm thick,
stones up to 0.10-.20 x .10 - .20m in size had been set
to support and wedge a series of very large schist
slabs (0.20 - .40 x .50 - .70m) that had been set to ring
around and slightly overhand the lip of pit F. 1 1 (pl.
VI). When first excavated, balanced upon this edging
and sealing the pit (and responsible for its void
interior) was a large sub-circular capstone, c. 0.60m
across. Aside from these stones, trough F. 18 was
filled with mid brown silty clay (with flecks of
charcoal and burnt clay).
Within Trench I, trough F. 30appearedtoconjoin
and be a northward return ofthe F. I8 cut. Some 0.12m
deep (east side), it too held apaving of largestone slabs
which were there set within greylblack scorched silts
with flecks of charcoal and burnt clay fragments
([03 11).An east-west oriented trough (0.25m wideand
5-10cm deep), ran west from this paving.
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Along the southern edge of this Trench (0.60m
west ,of pit F. 11) was found the northern edge of
another substantial pit (F. 27). 0.15m+ x 0.50m+, this
was more than 0.30m deep (its base could not be
achieved). It appeared to be backfilled with large1
medium stones with brown clay silt and lenses of redeposited natural. The [031] scorched silts sealed
and bedded down into the upper fill ofthis feature, for
which there would seem to be two possible
interpretations. F. 27 may represent a backfilled pit
or large structuralfeature (i.e. posthole); alternatively,
it may also have been a'great' pit comparable toF. 101
11 but which has had its sealing paving removed and
been in-filled.
At the northern end of Trench I1 was found a
complicated early masonry feature, F. 28. Only found
at the end of our excavation, this proved difficult to
distinguish and trace. With our time running out, it
clearly was not defined or understood in its entirety,
and this was not abetted by the fact that 'cleanly' redeposited natural seems to have been backfilled
within its associated robbing trenches. Two
components were identified. The first of these, which
was by far the more obvious, was an northwestsoutheast oriented wall footing. This consisted of
two well-laid horizontal courses of large stone slabs/
blocks (4x 17-26x 17-38cm)set in mid brown friable
mortar with flecks of burnt clay. Above this bedded
the same soil layer but with lense of mid brown loam
and uncoursed stone inclusion; this evidently attests
to the robbing of F. 28's upper courses.
The second component appears to be a largely
robbed-out east-west return wall that extends
westward. Below thelevel ofthenorthwest-southeast
footing, two courses of roughly laid large stones
project west beyond its edge and a robbing trench
(filled with re-deposited natural with lenses of dark
brown silt loam with traces of burning and charcoal
fragments) extended across the width of the trench.
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Though the alignment and sides of its cut were not
satisfactorily defined, this was definitely truncated
by wall F. 5 and there can be no doubt of the 'early'
attribution of this masonry (i.e. pre-main building
range.)
One other possibly early masonry footing was
identified. This was found at the extreme eastern end
of Trench I where a footing was revealed off-set (by
0.35m) below the line of wall F. 6 (Building Cell B
west wall). There, large stone blocks (c 15 x 15 x
20cm) were laid in rough courses in a cut down into
the natural, where they were packed with re-deposited
natural and lensesof brownlgrey silt. Whilst normally
given this masonry's situation one would associate it
was an off-set foundation of wall F. 6, this seems
unlikely as the burnt horizon associated with the F. 30
trough in that trench ([03I]) extended as a 5cm think
layer over the top of F. 29 and continued under wall
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F. 6. This, thereby, indicates that they could not be
contemporary. Instead, it is likely that the F. 29
footing related to F. 26, a masonry build along the
western side of wall F. 6 and whose phasing/
constructional relationship to it was unclear. 0.70m
wide (though 'bowing'to 1.50m width in the north of
Trench III), due to the stepping in of that trench only
the upper 0.80m of F. 26 was exposed; it is presumed
to go down to the natural strata and be c. 1.35m high/
deep. Although possibly involving some degree of
post-usage collapse, the build of this wall was
irregular, involving uneven coursingand squarestone
blocks (5 x 10-15 x 15cm), and appeared to be
terrace- rather than building-related. Yet it might,
alternatively, relate to the provision of a 'second'
load-bearing wall - specifically for Cell C (F. 6
relating to Cell B) - and this is an interpretation that
will be further discussed below.

Figure 4: Reconstructed profile of F. 11 pit-cistern
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Originally stone-slab capped and presumably
void, the large pits, F. 10 and 11, probably both
functioned as grain silos and are comparable to those
still used within houses in the region today. They may
relate to cuts F. 18, F. 25 and F. 30, with the latter
including what was probably a length of stone drain
(F. 39).The main question surrounding these features
is their phasing attribution. Certainly they seem to
pre-date the constructions of second celllunit of the
main building range (Building Cell B). Whilst it is
conceivable that they were contemporary with the
original square building (Building Cell A), thisseems
unlikely given that the alignment of their associated
troughslchannels Iiesoffofthat structures, and that F.
18 extends beneath its southwestern corner.
Based on plan alignments, complicated
building-sequencerelationshipswould be postulated,
relating the alignment of these troughs to the western
and central walls of Cell C (F. 14 & 15), and together
see these as constituting a largeearly structure whose
eastern walls have been robbed out. Yet, this is too
tenuous a basis of associated and, surely, the more
direct interrelationship of wall F. 28 and trough F. 25
(the latter apparently) returning westwards i n
relationship to that wall) seems the more plausible.
All the can simply be said is that there is evidence of
earlier usage (but still with brickltile in association)
that we do not understand. This, of course, is not
surprisinggivenhow Iittleofthispre-rangeoccupation
was exposed. It does, however, warrant mention that
the robbing of this structure seems to have been quite
thorough, and that the scorching associated with its
deposits could suggest that some manner of
catastrophe was responsible for its demise.

The Building Range
The range's masonry must be considered of
modest proportions and its walls are only
c. 0.60-.65m wide. Generally bonded in a brown mud
mortar (with lateral 'build divides' in its coursing),
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though using slabs up to 0.40m length, most of the
stonework is much smaller - 4-5 x 15-20cm. Larger
block-like pieces, up to 15cm wide, are generally
used as footings. However, apart from in the main
downslopelterrace walls that have deep trench-built
foundations (F. 6 & 14 and the western end of F. 7 see below), these are only one course deepthigh.
Reflecting upon its scale (and limited 'grandeur'), if
we add to this that the complex was not constructed
in oneepisode, but that it sequentiallyextended down
the slope, then it seems all the less 'monumental'.
Being internally sub-divided into three, the
eastern building cell ('A') has the most
obviously complex arrangement of rooms (though
'C' may have a comparably complicated structure; fig
6.2). It only appears to have been gained from its
southeastern doorway (F. 32), from which a square
room was accessed (A I). From there, doorway F. 44
opened onto a large western room (A2 - 3.10 x
3.20m). It is from the latter that its 'square' northeastern
or 'back' room (A3) seems to have been reached,
though it is possible that this may have had a
separate exterior entrance onto the long-ridge
pathway. It warrants mention that this building may
have originally only had two north-south oriented
'long' rooms. The front southeastern room ( A l )
appears as if it may have been a later addition and
certainly the off-alignment orientation of its walls
indicates extensive modification (F. 23 & 24), whose
alignment complements that of F. 19 later added to
the cell's front.
The cross-/width-span of Building Cell A's
rooms (3.10-3.50m) is no greater than any of the
other building units; the width of 'B' and the long
eastern room of Cell C also being 3.50m across. Only
the span of Building Cell D is greater (4.50m), but as
this was unexcavated internal divisions may have
escaped detection.
Three exterior doorways were located along
the southern front of the range:
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In the southeast comer of Building Cell A or 'shelf (perhaps associated with food preparation
(F. 32, c. 1.OOm wide; pl. IV); in front of which there as many bones were recovered from this area).
Alternatively, it might attest to some manner of
was evidence of a stone threshold paving (F. 33).
In the western end of wall F. 3 of Building raised threshold access between Building Cells B and
Cell B (F. 37, 1.00m wide)
C. Unfortunately, wall F. 6 did not survive to a
In the western end of wall F. 7 of Building sufficient height to determine whether there was a
Cell C (F. 36, 1.05m wide) giving access to the front raised doorway across it (it would have to be higher
porch recess (Trench VI).
than theother doorways recovered). Given, however,
1.00-1.05m wide with formal stone 'jambs' (i.e. the relationship of Cell C's eastern wall (F. 8/26; see
dressed wall ends) and thresholds (i.e. stone slab below), the former interpretation seems the more
bases), these contrast with two more ragged openings likely.
in the southern walls of Building Cells A and B
There would seem to be a number of ways in
(respectively in F. 21/22 and F. 3). These were both which to interpret the slight wall footings in the
only 0.50m across and went through the full depth of eastern end of Trench V (F. 3 1) and the southern end
the wall's fabric (i.e. down to natural), and were of Trench I1 (F. 12):
evidently cuttings made in the course of Joshi's
They effectivelyrivet a yard - from the raised
investigations. (Notea 1.OOm 'gap'was alsorecognised
long-ridge pathway along the east side of the
between the two southern rooms within Building
building and against the foot of the cross-ridge
Cell A. This, F. 44, was however only distinguished
dykelrampart system ('4') in the south.
in the plan of the upper fabric - 1.10m wide - and was
not exposed in depth. Similarly unexcavated, we 2) They define some manner of covered porchway
extending the length of this building unit
cannot becertain that the gap in the western end of the
(Building Cells A & B).
southern Cell D wall was a doorway; its position
seems appropriate, but at only 0.75m width it seems 3) They represent the true extent the range's
original 'core' (Building Cells A & B), in which
narrow.)
case the southern east-west wall (F. 12) would
At the western end of Trench 1 an arrangement
probably continue west to the line of F. 6.
of large stone slabs was found set against the side of
The relationships here are furthercomplemented
wall F. 6 (F. 43; pl. V). There, bedding upon a layer
of mid brown clay loam with flecks a ~ dsmall by the fact that the three walls extended from the front
fragments of fired clay and charcoal ([GLU]), and of the Cell A core do not seem contemporary. F. 2 and
partially supported by a large stone block projecting F. 31 essentially complement the original Cell A
from (and embedded within) F. 6, a large schist slab alignment,F. 19west of the doorway, lies much more
(4cm x 0.40m x 0.55m) lay horizontal 0.12m below west-over-south and appears to relate to later
the surviving top of wall F. 6 ([019]). Immediately modifications of Room Al. Given this, the third of
bordering its northern side was set a vertical slab, . the above options seems the more plausible; F. 12131
0.50m longkigh (6cm thick and 0.26m wide), whose represent a structurally integral extension of the
top projected 0.15m above the level of the wall. It is Building Cell A core (relating to Cell B), but which
difficult to know what to make of this arrangement. later - with the addition of wall F. 19 - may have been
On the one hand, it may relate to either a box-shrine altered into a covered porch.
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The arrangement of the walls at the southern was the foundation of a downslope stair) - far more
end of Building Cell C also proved complicated. reasonable is to see F. 8 and F. 26 as relating to a
Inserted against F. 26 and standing as much as 1.45m 'second' load-bearing wall beside F. 6 that was built
high (0.65m wide), wall F. 7 was clearly part of the sequentially with and integrally to Cell C's walls.
same build as (i.e. continuous with) the western wall From this it could be inferred that the roof of Cell C
ofthis cell, F. 14(pl. VII &VIII). Over its westernmost could not have been pegged into the western wall of
1.25m, this was carried on an off-set trench-built Cell B (F. 6) and that another wall was needed to
footing (c. 0.60m deep) 'regularizing'or terracing the carry its weight. It warrants mention that if F. 8/26
ground slope. At its western end a doorway (F. 36), does represent secondary load-bearing provision,
with a large threshold slab (6cm x 0.75m), was found then that it extended into the front 'alcove' would
to be raised by c. 0.15m in relationship to the cell's suggest that this reduced southern porch was also
interior.This gaveaccess intosome mannerof sunken . roofed. Whether there the roof lay at the same height
alcove porch to the south. Corresponding to the area as the Building Cell A/B front (i.e. presenting a
of Trench VI (cleared by Joshi), as defined by the continuous/unified facade) - in which case Cell C
southern length of wall F. 6 and its western return (F. may have been two-storeys - or the alcove had a
9), this was 1.40m wide and 5.50m long and continued lower roof height (i.e. unlikely to project above that
across the southern front of the cell. At the eastern of the main bulk of Cell C), is unknown.
end of this alcove was exposed wall F. 8. Like F. 26, Later Activities
this seems to abut F. 6 and while their interrelationship
Aside from the scars of Joshi's excavations, the
is uncertain it definitely post-dates wall F. 7. Its top
only feature that seems to definitely relate to postlies 0.30m below that of F. 6, and 0.75m wide
building range-usage was wall F. 4. Built to revet the
('bowing' slightly along its length), this was exposed
southern side of Terrace D, and extending on top of
to a depth of 0.90m +; the base was not seen).
the northern wall of Cell A, this essentially consists
How are we to understand the complex
of a 'line' of drystone rubble, c. 0.35m high and c.
relationship of these elements ? Wall F. 7 clearly
0.95m wide.
represents the southern front of that unit, which was
accessed via the reduced alcove porch on its southern Trench IV
This 2.00 x 2.00m sondage was excavated
side (the Trench VI masonry), which itself was
probably gained by the south and west. This within the middle of the wall-revetted terrace ('D')
arrangement was clearly dictated by the need of north of the main site with the express purpose of
downslope access into Building Cell C. What, in establishing whether this rise was 'artificial (i.e. '
particular, complicates the layout of this cell is the mounded'). Natural soils were there encountered at a
provision of a 'second' eastern wall (in relationship to depth of only 0.15-.20m, and that no trace of any
F. 6 of Cell B) and that it seems to have conflicting buildings or occupation was recovered (i.e. no surface
stratigraphic associations- F. 26predatingF. 7 which finds) would suggest that this could not be the case.
the F. 8 length post-dates. Although more complex Two 'bulbous' cut features were, however, exposed
phasing sequences can be (and have been) explored within the trench (F. 16 & 17; fig. 5). The one
appeared to be stone-packed and was thought to be a
- for example, the southern alcove post-dating the
grave,
leading to the possibility that the entire terrace
construction of the main bulk of this cell (or that F. 8

is acemetery. Unfortunately, becauseofthesensitivity
surrounding the fieldwork, we could not further
investigate these features. Reviewing the trench plan
it is certainly possible that, at least the north of these
(F. 17), was instead a backfilled wall-robbing trench
and, if so, could becontemporary with the early walls
in the northern end of Trench 11.

slope and the scaleofits walls, theelevation presumes
acomparable drop of floor level as between Building
Cells A/B and D, and therefore, implies a 3.50m
difference in height along the length of this range.
The reconstruction shows a four-story terraced
building arrangement. This rests on the
presupposition that, by the scale of its walls and
square plan, that Building Cell A was
two-storeys and - presumingthat ridge-side view was
an important factor - each cell thereafter dropped by
a storey. This may, however, be reconstructed by too
convenient principals. By the same precepts ('square'
plan, sub-division and scale), Building Cell B could
also have been two storeys high.

Terracing and Building Reconstruction
The schematic elevation shown in Figure 6 is
conventionalised according to proto-typical models
of Himalayan vernacular architecture (i.e. terraced
with flat roofs). We did not, of course, 'sound' the
depth or arrangement of Cell D. Given topographic
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Figure 5: Trench IV features
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Whilst both alternative schema and phasing
sub-divisions are possible, in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 a
basic 'growth model' of the range's development is
presented. First, there must have been the core of the
three room-divided Cell A'square', presumed to have
stood two storeys high. Subsequently a 3.50 and
3.00m wide single-story 'surround' was respectively
added to its western and southern sides (all its walls
abutlpost-date the Cell A core; fig. 6.1). This must
have been a unified 'single' building ('AIB'), which
may have had exterior access from the east side of the
itssoutheastern room (AB 1)-directlyontotheeastern
pathway - a southern entrance being prohibited by the
fact that it would have opened directly onto, and been
'crammed' by, the line of the great ditch system
rampart.
Thereaftersees the western downslope addition
of Cells C and D (fig. 6.2). Here, the fact that F. 8/26
seems to represent a second load-bearing wall (in
relation to F. 6) and that the Cell C's roof was
evidently not therefore pegged into the fabric of 'A/
B' would indicate that it was itselfa separate building
(without further excavation whether Cell D was an
adjunct of C or another discrete building cannot be
determined at this time). The northeastern portion of
Building A/B also goes through later modification,
though there is no necessary relationship between
this and the development of Buildings/Cells C and D.
The fabriclalignment of Room A 1 was modified and
wall F. 19 -on the same orientation - was added to its
southern front. Cutting off the eastern end of Room
AB 1, whether it and Room AB2 still then operated as
closed units (presumably with an inserted southern
entrance, however awkward viz. the rampart) or
instead had been altered into a open roof-covered
porch, is unknown.

Phasing
Given how many ambiguous relationships and
'possibilities' were apparent in our investigations, it
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should not be surprising that much uncertainty
surrounds the site's sequence. Whilst recognising
these caveats, here employing the principles of
Occam's Razor a minimalist schema is proposed for
this area (alone) of the ridge-top occupation:
Phase I - The F. 28 'building'. It is difficult to
determine whether the pitlsilo and associated
trough system should be attributed to this phase
orthatwhichcameafter(or,even, an intervening
occupation); the orientation of the 'troughs'
does not match that ofthe Phase I1 range. Given
their alignment, it is conceivable that some of
the downslope Phase I1 walls may have had
their origin in contemporary terraces (e.g. F.
14).
Plrase 11 - The Building Range, which can itself be
sub-divided:
i)
Cell A (F. 1,21-23),possibly withcontemporary
yard-terracing along its western side (F. 29);
subsequent addition of single-storey surround
on western and southern side (Building A/B; F.
5, 6, 3, 12 & 31)
ii) Addition of Building/Cell Con west side (F. 7,
13, 14, 15 & 26) with sunken 'alcove' porch
(F. 8 & 9); addition of Cell D (F. 34 & 35) and
alterations tosoutheastcorner Building A/B (F.
19 et al.)
Phase I11 - Destruction of building range: later use of
ridge-top, including the construction of
terrace wall F. 4.
In terms of the excavated sequence - apart from
that other occupation episodes may well either subdivide Phase I or intervene between it and Phase 11 the main point of ambiguity focuses upon the
interrelationship between the Phase I silos/troughs
and the F. 26/29 terrace wall (the latter possibly,
though, relating to Building C's load-bearing needs).
Whereas the latter seemed to truncate theF. 30 trough
system, the Phase I scorched horizon extended over
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and sealed the F. 29 masonry. The evidence seems
contradictory; in the schema above it is presumed
that the F. 29 terracing related to Phase I1 activities,
but this is obviously an issue that will only be
resolved by further excavation.

Artefact Assemblages
The pottery assemblage recovered consists of
345 sherds. Although it is not sufficiently large to
allow detailed statisticalanalysis, anumber ofgeneral
comments can be made following an examination
with a lox hand lens. Four fabrics were recorded:
Fabric A - Uniform mid-dark redbrown
colour. Smooth feel. Irregular sorted inclusions of
quartzite up to I mm. Larger sherds show irregularity
of firing.
Fabric B - Uniform orange-red colour. Smooth feel
with occasional burnish. Mica and quartzite
inclusions up to lmm.
Fabric C - Uniform dark redcolour. Smooth feel with
burnished outer surface. Mica inclusions
<0.5mm but larger possible organic inclusions
either leeched out or burnt out during firing.
Fabric D - Dark grey black colour. Smooth feel.
Mica inclusions c 0.5mm. Appears reasonably
well sorted.
All of the pottery is hand-formed (i.e. without
the use of centrifugal force) and there was little
refinement in the sorting of the clay prior to the
manufacture of the vessels. This is evidenced by the
frequency of blowouts by the incorporation and use
of inappropriateinclusions during firing.The majority
of fractures are hackly, with very occasional laminated
fractures. It is likely that these were fired in bonfire
clampsas is witnessedstill in Bhaktapurin Kathmandu
valley today.
A discussion of vessel form is difficult due to
the condition of the assemblage collected. No
complete vessel profile was recovered; the majority
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of vessels appear to be open jars with the occasional
spout (fig. 7. I), and the bases are flat (fig. 7.13 & .16)
or with the occasional pedestal (fig. 7. 14 & .15). The
decorative motifson the pottery areextremely limited
and consist of incised lines particularlyonthe shoulder
of vessels' horizontal grooving and occasional
impressed lozenge shapes probably stamped. An
attempt at burnishing is apparent on a number of
vessels.
Illustrated Pottery (fig. 7): Decorated spout - [005],
Tr. 111; 2-12) rims - 2: [029] Tr. 111; 3: [003] Tr. 11; 4:
[028] Tr. V; 5: [0311Tr. I; 6: [002] Tr. 11; 7: [OOl] Tr.
I:8:[002] Tr. II;9: [028] Tr. V ; 10: [003] Tr. 11; 11:
[OOI] Tr. I; 12: [003] Tr. 11; 13-16) bases - 13: [038]
Tr. V; 14; [002] Tr. 11; 15: [002] Tr. 11; 16: [002] Tr.
11.

Illustrated Small Finds (fig. 8):
A) Glass
1) Decorated bracelet fragments with red
groundlcore with applied green and ochre
bands and raised blue-on-white 'knobs'
(<1 I> [026]; Tr. 1\11)
2) Complete decorated banglelbracelet with
applied decoration (red curvilinear pattern
- blackened on figure - with green strips;
c7> [005]; Tr. 111)
3) Decorated bangletbracelet fragment (as 2;
c9> [005]; Tr. 111)
4) Decorated banglelbracelet fragment with
applied linear pattern (alternating red and
green lines - both blackened on figure - on
ochre groundlcore; <18> [039]; Tr. V)
5) Decorated bangletbracelet;dark green core
with applied blue exterior surface with
oblique opaque white .line motifs (c19>
[OO 11; Tr. I)
6) Decorated bangletbracelet fragment with
dark blue groundlcore with opaque white
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line inlay line pattern alternating between
chevron and verticalllongitudina1 line
'panels' (the latter vertical patterns being
on an applied red coat; <19> [001]; Tr. I)
7) Faceted red banglehraceletfragment(<l9>
[OO11; Tr. I)
8) 'Ring' fragment, opaque white coat of dark
reddy core (the latter exposed on interior
surface (<19> [OOl]; Tr. I)
9) Dark blue banglehracelet fragment (<3>
[001]; Tr. I)
10) Green glass bead, 6mm diameter (<lo>
[OO5]; Tr. 111)
B) Other
11) Cowrie Shell (?)bead with pierced hole
(<17> [031]; Tr. I)
C ) Ironwork
12) Square-section object, 70mm long with
tapering headpoint above shaft; possibly
an arrowhead or awllpunch (<14> [027];
from scrub clearance area of Cell D)
13) Broken fitting; circular top with holes for
attachment (17 x 24mm+; <4> [005];Tr. 111)
14) Object with angularly flattened head
(15mm across) attached to shaft; key or,
more probably, a latch (<5> [005]; Tr. 111)
D) Clay - Tsa-TsaCfig. 9):
1) Circular plaque fragment (c. a quarter),
36mm thickand c. 6.5cmin diameter. Rough
rounded back and impressed flattened face;
the latter is divided into five concentric ring
with an impressed dot exterior border. No
pattern is apparent within the central ring/
core, common to the remainderare four-tier
stupa images. In the fourth ring these
alternate with spread-eagled 'stick figure'
images; the second ring includes a single
image of a cross-legged seated figure (<16>
[028]; Tr. V).
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2) Damaged flat plaque (5.7 x 7.7cm x 22mm)
with central imageofastupa with? Chained
line flanking both sides ending in flower
motifs; there is writing on either sides
(<12> [026]; Tr. HI).
3) Complete, though damaged, conical1
pyramidal statuette;7.5cm high, with rough
rounded base (7.4cm in diameter) with
faceted upper bodylcone and smooth
finished apex (<15> [031]; Tr. I).
Overall the pottery assemblage is remarkably
uniform and there is nothing to suggest a
high status component. Unfortunately given the state
of knowledge of the region's pottery studies, the
assemblage cannot be more closely dated than to a
general 'Medieval'ascription (?14-15116thcenturies).
Of the other finds recovered, the only category
that seems to offer any basis of tighter
assignment are the three Tsa-Tsa statuetteslplaques
(fig. 9), thought to be of 14th century date (U.
Acharya, pers comm.). Otherwise, of the site's small
finds, noteworthy are an iron arrowhead, a key or
latch and a perforated fitting (fig. 8.12-14), and
cowrie shell bead (fig. 8.1 1). As mentioned above,
the quantity of its glass pieces seems remarkable.
Apart from one possible window pane fragment
(?intrusive) and a bead, these are decorated bangle1
bracelets (nine). While it is conceivable that some of
the latter were introduced through the Joshi's diggings
(?fig. 8.7 & .9), most are unmistakably 'old' and,
therefore, may tell of the building's residents.

Dating Evidence
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained:
1) F. 28 ([041]) - 630k60BPlCal. AD 1270-1420
(2 sigma)
2) [031] - 210k60BP ICal. AD 1650-1680 and
Cal. AD 1740-18 10and Cal. AD 1930-1950 (2
sigma)
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Figure 9: Tsa-Tsa~statuettes/plaques
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Although obviously too few determinations to
anchor the sequence with assurance, the dates suggest
that only the fragmentary Phase I remainspotentially
relate to the Malla investment of the ridge. The
second date ([03 11) derives from the burnt deposit in
Trench I and must relate to the Phase I1 building
range, and indicate would seem to be consistent with
the attribution of most of the site's finds assemblage
(1711 8th century).
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the evidence of the main excavations, this could
suggest that its core lies on the south end of the ridge,
perhaps beneath the area of the Kanaksundari Temple
(fig. 1.1 1).
Sitting across much of the width of the ridgetop at this point, the extant temple is, in effect,
isolated by very large dry moats (c. 6.00m across and
2.00m deep) and, across which, access is bridged.
Extending over the width of the ridge and cutting off
long-ridge movement, together they delineate a
Tlie Malla Gateway
compound of 40 x 50m (fig. 1.1). This has the
On our last afternoon in Sinja we were called to
appearance of a defended enclosure, and these
view stonework exposed in the backside of a house
earthworks seem unlikely to relate to the temple (i.e.
terrace alongside the main pathway down from the
pre-date it). If attributable to the Malla occupation,
ridge (fig. 1). This proved to be truly monumental,
then given written accounts, it seems unlikely that it
though unfortunately our departure schedule did not
would have been confined to this area alone. By the
permit its detail recording (fig. 10; pl. IX). Exposed
discovery of the probable Malla gateway - which if
in section were two great walls flanking a robust
associated with the ditched compound suggests that
metalled surface (3.40m across and 0.40m thick). .
'imposing' defence was a concern - then it is logical
The walls per se stand 1.10m high and are 0.80m
to presume that the earlier palace complex extended
wide, andconsist of large well~laid/regularlycoursed
north to, at least, the great ditch and rampart line
slabs (5-18 x 15-30cm) bonded in a red mud mortar.
separating Terraces E and F. But this, of course,
These are carried on massive footings (1.20m wide
it has been argued faced southward and encloses
and 1.40m deep), built of large roughly dressed
'something' to the north. If a valid interpretation, this
blocks (8-10 x 30 x 60cm). Walling was observed to
raises the possibility that the entire length of the ridge
extend for c. 5.00m south from the parallel walls.
was then utilised.
Given its careful construction, the size of the
stone and the absence of brickltile within its fabric, Discussion
The relationship of this building range to the
this certainly seems more 'ancient' (and massive)
than the up-slope building range. It would appear to dykelrampart system along its southern side is
relate to some manner of tower gateway with a uncomfortable (fig. 1.4) and it is difficult to see the
gravelled surface passing through it and with a two as being contemporary. Accordingly, the range
conjoining roomhuilding coming off of its southern would have to of been subsequently set against the
side. Large and 'fancy dressed' stone was also observed rampart andevidently made use ofthe earlierdefensive
incorporated within the fabric of the house of the earthwork to provide a measure of security. Although
site's present occupants (i.e. the stone being 'derived1/ the arcing layout of this great ditch could suggest that
robbed) and, taken as a whole, the evidence suggests it enclosed occupation along its south side
that what is there exposed is the gateway approach (i.e. Terrace F), the arrangement of its rampart on the
into the main Malla palace complex. If so, and given northern side indicates that what was actually

protected lay in that direction. If so, it could the flowing rhythms of various musical instruments
theoretically have been associated with the Phase IF. of the artists. A huge banner, marked with the emblem
28 building (and the square platform ? tower on of Garuda fluttered in the air on the palace (Pandey
Terrace C; fig. 1.2). Given this, and the difficulties of . 1997: 144,139).
Not surprisingly, the evidence of our limited
distinguishingre-depositednatural within therobbing
cuts at the northern end of Trench 11, we cannot be excavations is ambiguous. As noted above, the pottery
absolute assured of the negative evidence of seems remarkably uniform. It does not itself suggest
Trench IV as regards the possibility of early trade and, apart from the sea-shell bead (and, possibly,
occupation across Terrace D's obviousiy levelled the glass), there is no real indication of long-distance
crown.
connections within the site's assemblages. This being
When compared, for example, to the two said, its finds seem unusual on a number of accounts.
structures attributed as 'King's Houses' at the There is the number of Tsa-Tsa statuettes recovered
11-13th century settlement at Kohla, Kaski District from such limited excavations, and the quantity of
(Evans 1999), the Sinja range is not that substantially glass, particularly bracelets, obviously attesting to
larger (fig. 11). It is, however, more complex in the women in residence (?'ladies1)- seems remarkable.
number and arrangement of its rooms. Yet its layout Equally, is the absence of a range of domestic items,
isnot particularly sophisticated; it is without corridors such as stone mortars and rubbers, that otherwise
so that all 'backspace' was gained by through-room
could have been expected. The latter strands of
access alone.
evidence might attest to a 'special' residence, but one
If leaving aside for the moment issues ofdating, -at least within the portions ofthe site we investigated
could this be a late manifestation of the palace of the - seems without long-distance trade connections.
Against this, does the range's architecture offer
Mallas ?* Assembling the available sources, Pandey
describes its appearance in the 14Ihcentury:
clearer evidence ? Again, unfortunately not. On the
one hand, it is not particularly monumental or
The King ruled the state from his four-storeyed
sophisticated, and nor is it substantially larger than
white-washed moon-complexioned magnificent
palace of imposing dimensions of Semja which was many of the more complicated conjoining houses
strongly protected by ramparts and ditches on all the standing in the Valley's villages today. Yet such
sides and was perpetually resplendent with the judgements are, of course, entirely dependent upon
fragrance of the sweet-smelling flowers and echoes what expectations one would have of a palace in such
of the songs of amorous ladies of delicate fancies on a remote area (and the 'measure' of contemporary
2. Although largely dismissed by 'foreign'scholarsas an attempt by theThakalisof north-central Nepal to link themselvestotheThakuri
past - and thereby aspire to Nepalese caste hierarchies - their oral traditions and written clan histories relate their origins from Sinja
and the Malla kingdom.(Fisher 2001: 47,50-51). One strand revolves around the controversial story of the Hansa Raja, the son of
the Hindu Thakuri king of Sinja who wandered the Himalayas until he settled at the town of Thini in Thakalis territory. The moot
point being whether these high-caste roots relate Hansa Raja as the ancestor of all or only some of the Thakalis. Important in terms
of sub-sector migrations and the rootsof kingships in Nepal in general, Fisher relates the apparent discovery of the crown and spectre
of the Hansa Raja in the storeroom of theclan house of the Pomparghyu of the Sherchan sub-clan. He describes a collection of 'rusted
and pitted sword blades, an innocuousmetal alloy helmet, and a two-and-a-half foot-longclub'(2001: 204-5). Obviously unimpressed
by what he saw (and going onto to ironically play on the idea of the crown as Cevantes shaving bowl as the helmet of Mambrino),
this anecdote striking elucidates the potential for the displacement of material culture with the movement of peoples. Could the
vestiges of the latter days of the Malla have migrated east and be mouldering in the clan houses of the Thakalis ?
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domestic buildings). In terms of the descriptions of Archaeology, HMG Nepal and, particularly, its
the palace at Sinja two points warrants emphasis. various Director Generals, Dr. Amatya, Mrs. Pradhan
Firstly, is the mention of its whitewash finish. So and Mrs. Rana - it is inspiring to work with such
rendered, there would have been no need to employ colleagues. We, and Tim Harward, also thank N.
large well-finished masonry - but only modest Pandey of Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu and D.
materials as in the range - as these would have been Sharma for their expertise, advice and guidance.
Within the UK we have been grateful for the
masked. Secondly, is the mention that the palace
stood to four-storeys. The range we investigated support of and discussions with Prof. P. Ucko and V.
stood no more than two. Yet, by the terracing of its Nanda of the Institute of Archaeology, University
buildings/cells down the western slope, viewed from CollegeLondon, and M. Hutt of theschool of Oriental
that perspective it would have appeared four storeys and African Studies.
The graphics within this report are the work of
high. On top of this, Pandey's mention of the Malla
palace's protective ditches and ramparts could have Marcus Abbott and Andrew Hall of the
direct correlates with the ridge's earthworks, but Cambridge Archaeological Unit.
then, so too, would these be found on less aspiring
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(note location oftemplc: cf. figl)
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Plates (111 & IV) Top, looking north to southern front wall of Building Cell A (F.21/22),
with doorway F.32 left and later wall F.19 extending south into central foreground; below
(111), detail of doorway threshold F. 32 (cell A; Trench V)
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Plates (V & VI) Top, looking west to F. 43 'box slab' arrangement set against the foot of
the wall F.6 (Trench I): below (V), the F.ll pit-cistern with central capstone removed with
paving slab 'lip' in situ (Trench 11)
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(VII & VIII) Trench 111 (Cell C) - Top, looking southeast with wall F.6126 exposed at east
end of trench (the corner of te southern 'alcove' F.8/9 is visible upper right): below (VII),
looking west with wall F.7 exposed left and F. 14 in background
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Plate (IX) photograph of north wall.
Note the quality and.size of the masonary
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of the resent kings and those of the future. With the
heartfelt and ansullied love bestowed by (my
mother) Rajyavati this Siva (will become) Siva of
all the lokas. A grant of land, to the south of
Thu~naishingrama250 bhumi royal land of 80
bhumi at Mayatapalli 250 bhutni to the east of
Thempringratna (is here by made).
(The Brick and the Bull, Page 138-139)
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Sambat 407 Asadhamase Sukla Pakhsye Divase
Pratipadi Nirda hantile Nama Bhavehaniye
Dharmaddevtridevsya Mahesvorasya santam
Ragnyatnmanadev (chhri vanam mrignya Bhuvi
Lichchhavi~~am)
(1) DaxayaToyaNavakrisku Patra
Ghritnisristho Jagatodhitaya yasyaraso Daxinata

100 chakkram. (2) Vignyesvorairddatta

Rolamba, Millennium Issue Page 180
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On the first day of the bright fortnight

Mativasatim
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Asuulla

vipra

kedarmate

svatixam

drirasyavristhi visrijatyan tham Pasyayatasyattama

407 Sambat, king Dharma Dev, whose body had

Pasyorkattaih Srimanadevsyachitayadev (3) Sarta

been made a share of these who light the funeral

chhavadrasvotenyasansaraBhayabhirustha Dukhe

pyre king Mandev (The Lichchhavi who had taken

trayaNivrityartham. (4) Bhupateh pasyavridhdaye

to the role of deer in a forest), still in pain, in order

Bhabavamschapituvamasyam (5) Rajyavatya

toenable the passage of thecut body to the heavens

sadatah Bhaktya Vimala Sajmamana Sarvvaloka

offered here, as a closing ritual one hundred coins

Sivah Sivah .. .. ...... .... ..... .... . etc.

in the auspicious ghee-filled patras placed in the
nine pits. As advised by the priest kedar, himself
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